
NEWSPAPER REPORT WRITING ACTIVITIES

Boost students' non-fiction writing skills with these newspaper report This KS2 grammar teaching sequence for layout
devices has been.

Then read the matching article. You can adapt the activities to work in pairs, small groups or even as a whole
class. But this lesson deals strictly with news and feature articles. Students could work in groups of two to four
to produce different sections of a newspaper or produce a short newspaper as a whole class. Newspapers are
also a handy resource for English language teachers. Connect the news to science, geography, social studies,
art, math, language arts, critical thinking, and technology! Discuss the different sections of a newspaper; news,
classifieds, cartoons, horoscope, weather, opinion piece, letters to the editor, travel, advertisements, editorial,
sport. Sort and classify. Read examples of news and feature articles from the Scholastic Kids Press Corps.
Find all this here. How often are newspapers published, daily, weekly? Ask students to choose a job that they
would like to apply for. If you enjoyed this article, please help spread it by clicking one of those sharing
buttons below. How much do they cost? What would you expect to read about in each section? Read a map.
Giving one of your interviewees the last word can tilt the story in their favor. What is the role of the editor,
journalist, photo journalist, photographer and advertising sales? Explore geography. Who writes for the
newspaper? Apply as many layers as necessary, allowing each layer to dry before putting on another layer.
This would take some time for them to do so you could do it in class over a number of sessions, perhaps
dedicate the last half hour and include some home work as well. Display the stories on a classroom bulletin
board labeled with the five geography themes. Visit our Help Pages. The end quote is a good way to sum
things up.


